
Welcome to Cardinal Wiseman Key Stage 3 
P.E Curriculum

What is the Cardinal Wiseman P.E Departments intent (intention or purpose).

To develop Physical Literacy through the development of knowledge, physical competences and character. Giving 
pupils improved life chances through a healthier and more active lifestyle.

This document highlights what we do and why before looking at each year group please see image 
below. The pages that follow are what we share with all pupils. Please note that in year 9 pupils 

get the option of a dance or P.E based pathway

Year 7 has baseline P.E 
specific baseline testing 
called the sports license

The range of activities 
we do and what specific 
skills and techniques we 

have sequenced for 
each year.

Our Me In P.E assessment 
system. More can found out 

about this element of our 
curriculum on the main P.E 

webpage

It shows what 
knowledge we have 

sequenced in for each 
year group that is in 

independent learning 
booklets which are 
completed as home 

learning.



What is the Cardinal 
Wiseman P.E Curriculum?

Explain how you get assessed in 
P.E?

Evaluate why having strong physical literacy is 
important to have a successful and long happy life?

Identify how we as a P.E Department will 
be developing your physical literacy?

Questions

What do I learn in year 7 and 
Why?

What is the Cardinal Wiseman P.E Departments intent (intention or purpose).

To develop Physical Literacy through the development of knowledge, physical competences and character. Giving 
the pupils improved life chances through a healthier and more active lifestyle.

Character- The development of pupils character 

through our Me In P.E system. This assess pupils 

across the following areas.

Physical Competencies- The 

development of pupils physical literacy 

and fundamental skills through a 

sequenced practical curriculum which 

encompasses a broad range of sporting 

and physical activities.

Knowledge- Learning about the human 

body and how to lead a healthy and active 

lifestyle. This includes nutrition and the 

short and long term effects of exercise. 

Pupils will also learn about inspirational 

sporting icons and the different careers in 

P.E

Physical literacy is the motivation, confidence, physical competence, knowledge, and understanding to 
value and take responsibility for engagement in physical activities for life."



What will your 7 look like? Baseline Testing and Introduction

A variety of physical activities

What knowledge will you learn?

How will you be assessed?



What will your 8 look like? A variety of physical activities

What knowledge will you learn?

How will you be assessed?



***In Year 9 you get a performance pathway choice***

Sport, Health and Fitness Performance pathway activities.

What knowledge will you learn on this performance pathway?

Dance Performance Pathway Sport, Health and Fitness Performance pathway

How will you be assessed?

40% Teacher
Judgement

30%  written 
assessment

30% Teacher
Judgement


